0* Topological preliminaries* All topologicaί spaces in this paper are assumed to be completely regular and Hausdorff. We shall be concerned with methods of constructing compactifications for such spaces.
Let X be a topological space. The space T is an extension of X means there exists a homeomorphism h from X into T such that h [X] is dense in T. The function h is called an embedding. Occasionally the necessary embedding maps will be explicitly mentioned, but usually they will be tacitly assumed. In fact, when T is given as an extension of X, we may take X as a subspace of T. The space T is a compactification of X (denoted TecX) means that T is a compact extension of X. The compactifications T and if of a space X are equivalent as compactifications of X (denoted T = K) means there exists a homeomorphism between T and K such that h(x) = x for each x e X.
We shall use the standard notations [4] regarding C(X), the ring of continuous real-valued functions. For any fe C(X), subrings relate to a certain type of "structure space" for Let £f be a collection of subsets of X. Then ^f is a lattice on X means (1) 0,Xe^; (2) if i,ΰe^, then inΰe^ and A\jBe^f. A set in ^ is referred to as an JZf-aet.
The lattice £? on X is a Wallman base on X means (1) Sf is a base for the closed subsets of X; (2) ^ is a disjunctive lattice on X (i.e., if AeJϊf and xe X -A, then there exists Be £? such that a? e B and Aίl5= 0); (3) £f is a normal lattice on X (i.e., for each A, BeSf, if A and B are disjoint, then there exists C, De J*f such that X-AaC, X-BdD and C U D = X).
For any lattice £f on X, an .^-filter is a nonvoid subset ^ of JS^ such that (1) 0£J^~; (2 ) if A, J5 e J^Γ then An Be J^; (3) if AeJ^Be^f and 4cB, then ΰeÂ n -Sf-ultrafilter is a maximal (with respect to inclusion) ^-filter. The set of all .S^-ultrafilters is denoted by w^fί Let £f be a lattice on X. In order to topologize wif, define A* = {^r e wS?\Ae ^} for each ie^ Then {A*\Ae JS^J is a base for the closed sets of some (necessarily unique) topology for wJίf. We shall only consider w^f with this topology. Now w^f e cX if and only if £? is a Wallman base on X (with respect to the embedd- 2 . Since (Z^,) n Z{k λ )) U (Z^) n Z(f)) = 0 and 
2* Maximal filter ideal spaces* Let X be a topological space. Let S?f be a subring of C(X) (we shall only refer to subrings of S>f with unity). We denote the structure space of sf by (see [4, 7M] ) and the set of maximal filter ideals of s^ by We seek to define a "structure space" topology for F [jV] THEOREM 
Lei X be a topological space and Szf a subring of C(X). For each xeX define
M x = {fej*f\f(x) = 0}. Then (a) M z
e F[S$f] for each xeX if and only if Z[j^f] is a disjunctive lattice on X; (b) If Z\sf\ is a disjunctive lattice on X, then the mapping x -> M x is one-to-one if and only if Sf strongly separates points in X (i.e., if x, yeX, x Φ y, then there exists fe Szf such that f(x) = 0 and fyy) Φ 0).

Proof (a) Suppose M x e F{sf\
for each x e X. Let A e Z and x e X -A. Select fe S^f such that A = Z{f). Since fe S>f -M x , then by 1.8 we may choose Let jy be a subring of C(X) which strongly separates points from closed sets in X and for which Z[Jϊf] is disjunctive. Then the mapping φ:X-+F [jzf] defined by φ(
By [2, Th. 2.7] , fe embeds X into the compact TV-space wZ [jf] .
Define '. This completes the proof.
The above theorem also yields an explicit one-to-one correspondence between the points of T and the maximal filter ideals in j^f.
Since C(X) is inverse closed and wZ{X) = βX, we have the
. (Gelfand-Komolgoroff theorem). For any space X, H[C(X)] -F[C(X)] = wZ(X) = βX and the maximal ideals of C(X) are given by M ι -{fe C(X) \t e o! βx Z{f)}.
Now, since Z(X) = Z[C*(X)], then C*(X) is also a Wallman ring on X and F[C*(X)] = wZ{X) = βX. Since H[C(X)] = H[C*(X)] [4, 7.11], then H[C*(X)] = F[C*(X)] (i.e., equivalent as compactifications of X).
We now inquire into relationships between maximal ideals and maximal filter ideals. 
. If H[Ssf] is Hausdorff, then (1) H[J^] G cX (via ψ: T~> H[J*]); (2) H[j^f] = ψ[T] = {Af'lίe T}; ( 3 ) H[ JV] ^ T; and (4) H[JV] = T if and only if ψ is injective if and only if {f τ \fε ^} separates points in T if and only if {Z(f τ )\fe S>/} is a base for the closed subsets of T.
Proof. (1) and (2). Now Ψ[T] = el m^Ψ [T]
since a compact subspace of a Hausdorff space is closed. Also, cl fl [ιy] , contradicting our assumption that each maximal ideal contains a unique maximal filter ideal. This completes the proof. 
Proof. Let FeF[j^].
Since T is compact and is a nonvoid set of nonvoid closed subsets of T with the fip, then ς\^r φ 0. Since {c\ τ Z(f)\feJ^} is a base for the closed subsets of T, then Γ\^~ is a singleton (denote F-+t The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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